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Let’s get our goals in place and develop a strategy. In this 
chapter I will outline how everything works. This will give 
you an overview of how a good deal sourcing system is built 
so you can understand the vision. 
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Obviously this e-book isn’t going to get you 
300 properties per day, but It will get you 
started; or if you already have real estate
experience, you can implement these
systems to grow your deal sourcing division.

With the right systems, processes, criteria, 
and people in place, you can find deals
non-stop and scale it as far as you’d like.

I grew my deal sourcing department and their 
efficiency so much within the past 6 months 
that I actually have way too many deals on my 
plate. This happened because I used some 
unique sourcing methods that allowed me to 
get a ton of off-market deals in a very short 
amount of time. Because of that, I had to hire 
two full-time analysts to keep up with the 
deal flow.
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GOALS &
STRATEGY
What if I told you that you can find 10 
deals per week by implementing 
the steps in this book? It sounds
unrealistic. It sounds like it’s not 
going to happen, but it’s totally 
doable. I actually have friends 
buying 30-50 home per month. I 
also know of companies buying 
over 300 properties a day
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So, having too many deals coming in is 
definitely not the worst thing in the world 
especially when you can (kinda) handle 
the workload.

Long story short, I want to prove to you 
that finding deals doesn’t have to be the 
hardest part of the business. Most people 
think finding deals is extremely difficult 
and I think that’s just because they don’t 
have the most vital things in place (we 
will go over them later in this book).

For now, let’s set some realistic goals and 
get a strategy in place.

Now that you know anyone can build out 
a system to find as many deals as
possible, ask yourself “how many deals 
can I handle per month and how large do 
I want my real estate business to be?”

I like to start with this question because 
what’s the point of finding a deal if you 
can’t do anything with it? 

Personally, I have a strong belief in buying 
and holding. That’s my business model. I 
almost never sell.

Nonetheless, there are a few options for a 
deal if you don’t want to keep it, and 
that’s what we will review. 
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First, you can flip the house “as is”.
Meaning you can buy the house and 
just flip it to a buyer looking to live in 
the house. If you got a good deal, 
maybe you can make a solid margin 
on selling it to an investor as well. 
Make sure your deal analyzer has both 
scenarios plugged in so you know 
exactly what you’re looking at when 
going into the deal. 

Second, you can just get the house 
under contract and flip the contract. 
This takes the least amount of cash. All 
you’re going to need is the down
payment ready and sometimes a 
couple hundred dollars for due-dili-
gence. This is what wholesalers do. 
Keep in mind your downpayment is at 
risk if you don’t have a buyer within 
your due-diligence timeline.

Third, you can put the money up to 
purchase the property and give
someone with experience equity to 
manage it. This will allow you to source 
your own deals, finance them, and 
have someone else manage the clos-
ing and daily operations.

Now that you know what options you 
have once you find your deal, you can 
build a plan around sourcing them, 
making sure they don’t go to waste. 
This is vital, but there’s one huge thing 
to keep in mind. Let’s get into that on 
the next page.
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You don’t need every deal to follow the exact same 
procedure. Every deal is different and they all 
require a different plan.

THERE’S NO MAGIC FORMULA!

There is no right or wrong way to do real estate. 
Anytime a deal comes through the pipeline, you 
need to do what’s best for that deal, at that
particular time.

If you’re low on cashflow, go wholesale it and make 
some money.

If you have some taxes you have to pay, keep it as a 
rental so you can deduct expenses.

This is what I do in my business. Not every deal is 
the same. Each deal is there to help you
grow your real estate business in one way or 
another. 
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NOTHING
IS SET

IN STONE!
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The real estate business is a people business. 
If people don’t know you, then you’re not 
going to get business. Let me show you what 
I mean.
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The
Importance 
of People

The real estate 
business

is a
PEOPLE

business

“
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Effective networking is essential to your 
success in real estate. Finding deals, 
meeting investors, and working with
contractors can be monumental tasks. 
However, if you have a network that trusts 
what you do, you can organically connect 
with these people your way.

Why Is Having A Community Important 
For Your Business?
 
By inserting yourself into many different 
networks, you create ways to let people 
know what you do and what you’re
looking for. You also give yourself more 
opportunities to strategically build your 
business. By building a diverse 
community, you’re giving your business a 
better chance of getting what you need 
and you’ll have a constant stream of 
potential deals coming your way.
 
You’re goal is going to be to meet with 
literally anyone in the real estate world. 
You can meet with mortgage brokers, 
bank representatives, real estate agents, 
small business ownders,  appraisers, and 
the list goes on.

REMEMBER:

THE MORE PEOPLE THAT KNOW YOU, 
THE MORE OPPORTUNITIES YOU HAVE.

You can know as many people as you 
want but it doesn’t matter until
THEY KNOW YOU.
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A daily task you can do to source more great deals is networking 
with more people. You need to be constantly be doing outreach 

and connecting with people you haven’t been in touch with 
recently. Even if you have been in touch recently, you want to 

follow up regularly with a text or something. Anyone you come 
across might have a deal for you. You need to build up a network  

of people and make sure you are the one on top of their mind . 
You’ll start to see them bringing their opportunities to you.
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SO LET’S GO OVER SOME WAYS YOU 
CAN START NETWORKING

Building off of the first point, I want you to reach out to 5 new 
people per day. It’s very easy to do this nowadays with social 
media. That’s literally how I’ve grown my network. I’m sure if 

you’re reading this, it’s probably because you saw me on social 
media! This task shouldn’t take more than 30 minutes per day. 

You’ll see that over time, more and more people will engage with 
you on a consistent basis.
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Another task for you is scraping the MLS. Every place in America 

has an MLS. In long Island, we have MLSLI (also known as OneKey) 
which is specifically for long island and the bureaus. I have a team 
that goes through the MLS every day and every night to see new 
listings that pop up. You need to do this too. There are other sites 

like Zillow.com, Loopnet.com, Crexi.com, Trulia.com, and
Propertyshark.com that you can go on daily to see new

opportunities.
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You can also send mailers once per week. One thing to keep in 
mind with this method is it can get expensive pretty fast. You’ll 

want to hyper-focus on where you’re sending mailers to make sure 
you’re not wasting funds. You can go on a platform like Property 

Shark and find homes with with high debt (because there’s public 
record of someone’s refinance). Now you know they need money in 

some shape or form. You can pull that list and easily send out 100 
mailers per week. This can sound expensive but one deal can pay 

you back 100X.
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SOME WAYS YOU CAN
START NETWORKING
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Build your broker’s list. Brokers come across more deals than anyone else. 
It’s no secret. That’s the business they’re in. All day long, real estate brokers 

and agents are sourcing new opportunities. You want to work off their 
backs as well and let them make money on you. It’s okay for them to make 
money on you since they’re going to help you achieve your goals and make 

more money. I make a list of brokers I’ve spoken to recently and a list of 
brokers I need to touch base with. Staying in touch is super helpful because 
you’ll always be fresh in their mind which will lead to their deals being sent 

to you first.
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Now, here’s one that most people don’t know about - Criagslist. 

Craigslist has a real estate section where people post properties for 
sale by owner. People also post their properties for lease on

craigslist and Facebook. You can come up with something smooth 
to approach them with and get your foot in the door. They say it 
takes 7 points of contact to get a deal under contract so this is a 

gradual process. Don’t expect to hit on your first swing.
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Social media is a HUGE way to attract
opportunites. I’ll go over some of my Do’s and 
Don’ts on how to build a reputable social 
media image.
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The Fun 
Part...
Social Media

ATTRACT
OPPORTUNITIES 
LIKE A MAGNET 

WITH SOCIAL 
MEDIA.
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Now let’s get into some Social Media tac-
tics.

The issue with social media is that every-
one thinks they can be famous overnight, 
and that’s not how it works. In most 
cases, someone’s social media following 
grows slow and steady. Kepp in mind, no 
one will follow you unless you provide 
them value in some sort of way. You need 
to provide value! This is vital.

Whether you’re the guy that reposts all 
relevant real estate news, or the guy that 
shares his work experiences with his 
followers, you need to provide value in 
some unique way to get people’s atten-
tion.

Followers aren’t just another number by 
the way. Remember, each one of those 
followers is a real person. They’re
interested in the value you provided them 
and you should acknowledge that. Shoot 
them a DM and get to know them! Let 
them KNOW YOU. 

If you look at my feeds, most of my posts 
are videos. There’s a reason for that. Video 
is so powerful. Don’t ignore it. Video 
shows off your personality and allows 
people to see a real version of you instead 
of just a photo. They hear your voice, see 
how you act, and connect with you on a 
deeper level through videos.
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Thank You
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That’s all I got for you in this Ebook. I hope you found it valuable and if you have 
any questions, you can contact me on any one of my socials. I appreciate every 
single on of my followers and am so excited to keep providing value to you all.
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